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 Five Star® Advance® Notebooks:

• Movable and customizable dividers to help organize notes

• Neat Sheet® perforated pages to easily tear out paper

Five Star® Recycled Notebooks:  

• Reinforced storage pockets to help prevent tears

• High-quality paper that resists ink bleed

Check Out the Five Star® 6 Pocket Expanding File 

This 6 Pocket Expanding File helps students keep pages  
organized with separate pockets and customizable tabs, but 
contracts to fit comfortably in backpacks.

BUILT STRONG 
TO LAST LONG®

https://www.dstewartcanada.com/merchandising-portal/5983-merchandising-portal-2024-sc/five-star-prefilled.html
https://www.dstewartcanada.com/shoppinglist/q2-2024/6014-btspg-2024/6014-acco.html


DURABLE AVERY 
BINDERS
Avery Durable Binders

These two-tone binders feature slant rings that hold 
up to 25% more sheets than same size round rings and 
have convenient interior pockets provide organization 
and storage. 

Avery Economy Binders

Economy binders offer sturdy durability for light use  
and come with two interior pockets for extra storage. 
Avery Economy Binders are also partially made from 
post-consumer recycled content, so students can be  
confident in the sustainability of their purchases.
 

https://www.dstewartcanada.com/shoppinglist/q2-2024/6014-btspg-2024/6014-avery.html
https://www.dstewartcanada.com/merchandising-portal/supplies-consumables-2023/avery/avery-prefilled.html


CREATE  
CLUTTER-FREE  
DESKTOPS
The Bostitch Dimmable Lamp is perfect for dorm offices and desks. It 
takes up minimal space and comes with a storage cup for writing instruments 
and other desktop needs.

Lockermate by Bostitch is adjustable and fits  
into any storage space students may need. It can 
expand to fit student essentials, contract to fit 
just a few home crafting supplies, and collapse to 
stay out of sight when not in use. 

Bostitch’s Three-Hole Ring Binder Hole Punch 
can be placed around the rings of a binder to 
keep it available for any hole-punching needs. Its 
compact design makes it convenient for students 
to keep on desks with limited space.

https://www.dstewartcanada.com/shoppinglist/q2-2024/6014-btspg-2024/6014-bostitch.html


PRIORITIZE 
STUDENT 
SAFETY AND 
SECURITY

Master Lock provides students with lock solu-
tions for everyday security challenges. 

Combination Dial Padlock – Best for students,  
faculty, and lockers. 

https://www.dstewartcanada.com/shoppinglist/q2-2024/6014-btspg-2024/6014-master-lock.html


Clipboards, Whiteboards, and 
Mini Staplers

EXPLORE 
SCHOOL 
ESSENTIALS

Get prepared and organized for the new school 
year by purchasing reliable staplers, clipboards, 
and magnetic whiteboards. It’s never been easier 
to stock up on much-needed school essentials.

https://www.dstewartcanada.com/shoppinglist/q2-2024/6014-btspg-2024/6014-charles-leonard.html


Stress Relief and Art Basics

COLOR 
US READY 
FOR FALL

Brea Reese offers beginner sketching basics, 
dual tip markers, and scratch art and aims to 
help students express themselves and lessen 
stress through art. 

Students can unleash their creativity  
with dual-ended markers and a  
sketching kit for beginners. 

With the Brea Reese Nature Scratch 
Art Paper Pad, students can scratch 
as much or as little as they would like 
along pre-printed outlines of nature 
and scenery to uncover vibrant color.

NEW  
VENDOR

https://www.dstewartcanada.com/shoppinglist/q2-2024/6014-btspg-2024/6014-brea-reese.html


Sleek and Functional Calculators

CALCULATE 
WITH  
CONFIDENCE

From basic calculations with the HS8V Mini Calculator 
to complex functions with the 2nd Edition Scientific 
Calculator and 3rd Edition Graphing Calculator, Casio 
is the perfect choice for students looking for reliable 
calculators in a slim and modern design.

https://www.dstewartcanada.com/shoppinglist/q2-2024/6014-btspg-2024/6014-casio.html


AUDIO



Fuse Audio Vertical Vinyl 
Record Players 

VINTAGE  
DESIGNS  
WITH MODERN 
TECHNOLOGY

Fuse Vertical Vinyl Record Players are equipped with 
a premium audio system that can be used with vinyl 
records and a wireless Bluetooth connection. With a 
sleek vertical design and additional notch, users can 
show off their style while displaying any album cover 
of their choosing.

NEW  
VENDOR

https://www.dstewartcanada.com/shoppinglist/q2-2024/6014-btspg-2024/6014-fuse-audio.html


CHARGING 
& POWER



Thread Wallets

POWER  
GUARANTEED 
FOR 10 YEARS
Duracell batteries are formulated 
with their patented POWER BOOST 
ingredients which deliver long-lasting 
performance in their devices.

Duracell batteries offer students  
reliable power with the ease of  
pre-filled displays, perfect for  
countertops. With a wide range of 
battery types, this display is perfect 
to power every device.

https://www.dstewartcanada.com/shoppinglist/q2-2024/6014-btspg-2024/6014-duracell.html


UP YOUR  
MERCHANDISING 
GAME Need help merchandising your store for 

back-to-school? Or maybe you need to 

refill your existing displays? Check out  

the Merchandising Portal where we have 

collected all the bestselling displays from 

your favorite brands for easy purchasing. 

https://www.dstewartcanada.com/merchandising-portal/
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